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Reaching the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), approved in New York in 2015, by 2030 in the most appropriate, inclusive and equitable way, calls for deep transformations in our societies. In particular, this will require addressing a number of intertwined challenges concerning food, climate change, biodiversity, health, inequality and poverty and to enable transformative changes across multiple interconnected systems (land, water, health, food, environmental, and socio-economic systems).

In the decade 2020-2030, it is expected that researchers, in partnership with stakeholders, policymakers and actors on the ground, will not only provide knowledge to better understand major environmental and societal issues and their implications, but also provide options to engage in deep and necessarily innovative transformations towards sustainability.

Despite ongoing efforts, in particular in the Global Sustainable Development Report (GSDR 2019), we lack a science process to deliver integrated understanding on SDGs as a nexus. Furthermore, delivering integrative and actionable knowledge (Arnott et al., 2020) to meet Agenda 2030 raises many questions: how to re-legitimate scientific knowledge and preserve scientific integrity and ethics; avoid silos; coproduce knowledge with users, and promote iterative processes to deliver knowledge addressing the diversity of contexts, uncertainties and complexity? Would this require changes in institutions, in international research cooperation and in science-policy dialogue?

To answer these important and ambitious questions, high-level international experts have been invited in April 2020 by INRAE to participate in a workshop at Royaumont Abbey near Paris, France. In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, the workshop initially planned in April, has been postponed until September. Meanwhile, a draft position paper has been circulated among the group of experts and three online sessions have been organized on 19 June, 23 June and 9 July to address the following questions and topics respectively:

1. **What have we learned from international expert assessments and foresight studies on grand challenges? How could assessments be improved in the future?**

2. **Emerging approaches for research and knowledge for transformative change, advances, gaps and challenges**

3. **Defragmenting scientific landscapes and science policy arenas through international co-operation to revisit and strengthen local to global connections.**

Between April and September, the expert group was asked to review a zero order draft of a paper proposed by the Scientific Committee. A first order and a second order draft, edited by the Scientific Committee were subjected to further revisions by the expert group. Following the online and presential presentations and discussions during the Royaumont workshop (September 9-11, 2020), it was decided that the third version of this paper, although too long for publication in a multidisciplinary journal, could be published as a report including recommendations endorsed by the Scientific Committee. A shorter version will be edited and submitted for publication.

We wish you a pleasant reading of this report of the Royaumont International Science Foresight Workshop on Global Challenges and Research Gaps!
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Recommendations

Inform Agenda 2030, transitions and transformations

In the decade 2020-2030, it is expected that research will not only provide knowledge, but will contribute to reach the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in the most appropriate, inclusive and efficient manner.

In this perspective, scientists and scientific communities have to imagine and provide a landscape of scenarios and options for the future to engage in deep and much needed innovative transformations towards sustainability. For that purpose, they have to address grand challenges - climate change, biodiversity loss, land degradation, food security, health, poverty and inequality - in a synergistic way, and to study transition and transformation pathways towards sustainability at a range of nested scales, from local to global.

These goals imply to better qualify and quantify sustainability by studying, for a comprehensive set of SDGs, synergies and trade-offs across integrative options of sustainable land management, on the one hand, and of food systems transitions, on the other hand. Moreover, options fitted to contrasted regional and local contexts, as well as adverse effects and risks associated to transitions must be better studied and specified.

Transformations are essentially bottom up, while socio-economic pathways and integrative assessment models start with assumptions at global scale. Transformations of socio-technical processes, including the development and networking of niches and the effects of systemic lock-ins, have to be better understood and integrated into the design of scenarios and pathways at global scale.

To cope with this increasingly complex and uncertain international context and to answer the urgency of the situation (recognized on 12 december 2020 by the UN Secretary General António Guterres, as a state of climate emergency) international assessments in their current format need to evolve, or to be complemented, to address issues such as:

1. Accounting for even greater uncertainties over the coming decades than assumed so far, including tipping points, low probability and high impact events, as well as a broader range of economic scenarios (including possible economic contraction);

2. Assessing combinations of integrative response options that could allow reaching several SDG targets at a time. To this end, a back-casting approach could be used by filtering combination of response options to current and future challenges that would allow meeting multiple SDG targets.

3. This type of assessment could be developed starting with global scale, but also benefiting from bottom-up studies involving stakeholders, and assessing transformation pathways in contrasted countries and regions.

Improve the evidence-based dialogue across scales

Lessons from the dynamics of local innovations in initiating and pursuing transitions, must be integrated in the depiction of local, national, regional and global trajectories. For that purpose, the dialogue between place-based innovation approaches for transformative change and tests of the adequacy between local/national transition pathways and global (e.g. environmental, social, One Health) ambition has to be organized.

In particular, to improve modelling and foresight on intertwined challenges, interdisciplinarity, transparency in model design, access to data along FAIR principles¹ and an exploration of the sustainability space without a priori are necessary. This includes the exploration of factors related to population, diets, land use, production modes, trade rules and exchanges modalities; and of uncertainties of all kinds.

Enable conditions for the production of actionable knowledge to engage in deep transformations at scale

The strategy requires to develop experimentations and iterative processes for the design and deployment of place-based solutions supported by relevant and coherent policies and measures allowing transformations to take place at scale in a long term perspective.

¹. Findability, Accessibility, Interoperability, and Reuse of digital assets.
To allow and support first experimentations, and second the deployment of mature projects on the ground in a coherent manner and above critical scales, in order to initiate transitions, funding agencies and research organizations have to develop new evaluation criteria and operation modes as well as promoting a culture of impact. They also have to consider themselves no more as ‘starting points’ for projects and programmes toward sustainability, but rather as facilitators. This requires supporting local innovations, developing co-creation of knowledge, participatory science and place-based living labs, in collaboration with stakeholders.

For that purpose, a massive development of interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research, will be key. But to make it happen, the prior understanding of the institutional, organisational and cultural blockages and of the ways to overcome them, is necessary.

In particular, developing methods helping researchers to precisely identify options or targets for the desired transformations; building potential transformation pathways to reach these targets; creating as soon as possible partnerships (in research and with potential users) to increase the probabilities of success; identifying potential contributions of knowledge generated in research projects/programmes, as well as the associated levels of uncertainty and account for uncertainties in the design of transformations, are required.

**Revisit the relations between science, society and policy**

Scientific knowledge is vital for the democratic debate and has to stay an important part of the culture. In addition, in recent decades, science has been increasingly and urgently called upon to provide precise and, if possible, rapidly available actionable knowledge to answer vital societal questions such as energy sources, food production, climate changes, global warming, or the treatment or prevention of infections (poliomyelitis, AIDS, H1N1, coronavirus) and pathologies (cancers, neurodegenerative diseases). However, we have to recognize the diversity of forms of interactions between scientists as experts with other components of the society, together with policymakers, decisionmakers, stakeholders, media, public and private actors, NGOs, think tanks and citizens. Therefore, their influence results from a complex process, especially for questions such as systemic transformations which have large degrees of uncertainties as well as high and conflicting stakes.

Pursuing multiple socio-economic-environmental-planetary objectives with our current configurations of capacities, processes, and institutions will not be possible. On top of the changes mentioned, the COVID-19 crisis has highlighted the need for a major shift in the way research organizations interact with other components of society: humility (not hubris); hope (not fear); diversity (not singularity); mutualism (not hierarchy); equality (not superiority or hegemony); precaution (not calculation); flourishing (not growth); and care (not control).

**Strengthen international cooperations for science and for science-policy interface**

When looking at complex challenges, international engagement and cooperation have become increasingly important for several reasons:

- The interdependency across countries and world regions has increased over the last decades by the rise in international trade and international travels, by the globalization of supply chains, technologies and financial markets and by anthropogenic global environmental changes. No single country or world region can tackle major issues such as climate change, loss of biodiversity, land and water resources degradation, malnutrition and emerging infectious diseases.
- Scientific research increasingly involves international collaborations. Literature shows that internationally co-authored articles tend to be more highly cited than national co-authorships or sole authored work and that international research tends to be more interdisciplinary. However, there are multiple barriers to international collaboration, including lack of funding for international work, restrictions on material and data sharing, differences in academic standards and perceived bias against scholars from emerging or developing countries.
- To address more efficiently the 2030 Agenda, revisiting international cooperation across research and higher education organizations will be pivotal. Leading research organizations from contrasted world regions could agree on a shared vision concerning the main challenges for land and food systems and the role of science and technology to overcome these challenges. A network (or alliance) of these organizations could be initiated across world regions to address interlinked SDGs, their synergies and trade-offs and to develop actionable knowledge supporting place-based innovation.
- To support such profound changes, adapted innovative funding mechanisms and cooperation across national or regional funding agencies are indispensable, also to ensure the involvement of research organizations from low income countries.
The findings of this report are summarized in figure 1 below. It shows how the current efforts undertaken by UN for Agenda 2030, in dialog with governments and supported by international expert panels, is gradually evolving to support a polycentric governance on key challenges, that requires:

- Improved assessments targeting combinations of responses to reach multiple SDGs
- Pathways and models better reflecting large uncertainties and connections across scales
- International coalitions supported by research networks and focusing on integrative responses to multiple interconnected SDGs to deliver place based innovation.
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Figure 1. Towards systemic change in research, innovation, science-policy-society dialogue and international cooperation to support the 2030 Agenda and engage in a transformation towards the sustainability of food systems and land management. Key international expert panels (top left) address challenges as the 2030 Agenda (top right, after Rockström & Sukhdev 2016) requires the development of integrative solutions. Research should engage in the exploration of transformational trajectories towards sustainability, model combinations of response options bringing co-benefits for several SDGs (bottom left) and implement transdisciplinary experiments aimed at implementing transitions in the territories. This requires (bottom right) a strengthening of cooperation between research organizations with the support of intergovernmental coalitions.

### Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AgMIP</td>
<td>Agricultural Model Intercomparison and Improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFS</td>
<td>UN Committee for Food Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMIP</td>
<td>Coupled Model Intercomparison Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAIN</td>
<td>Global Alliance for Improved Nutrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSDDR</td>
<td>Global Sustainable Development Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLPE</td>
<td>High Level Panel of Experts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAM</td>
<td>Integrated Assessment Models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDDRI</td>
<td>Institute for Sustainable Development and International Relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIASTD</td>
<td>International Assessment of Agricultural Science and Technology for Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPBES</td>
<td>Intergovernmental Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPCC</td>
<td>Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPSP</td>
<td>International Panel on Social Progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIMIP</td>
<td>The Inter-Sectoral Impact Model Intercomparison Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JRC</td>
<td>Joint Research Center, European Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEA</td>
<td>Millenium Ecosystem Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDG</td>
<td>Millennium Development Goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP</td>
<td>UN Environment Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDG</td>
<td>Sustainable Development Goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSP</td>
<td>Shared Socio-Economic Pathway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPI</td>
<td>Science-Policy Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STI</td>
<td>Science, Technology and Innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNCBD</td>
<td>UN Convention on Biological Diversity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNCCD</td>
<td>UN Convention to Combat Desertification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNFCCC</td>
<td>UN Framework Convention on Climate Change</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In an unprecedented context of urgent and interconnected challenges, this report discusses how research, scientific expertise and foresights could be reshaped to support evidence-based policies for a deep societal transformation in food systems and in the land sector.

A brief look back at the contribution of research to agriculture and food in the past fifty years contributes to set the stage. Over this period, while human population doubled, total world agricultural production has been multiplied by 3 whereas land productivity by 2.6 and labor productivity by 8 (Dorin 2014). It is generally considered that roughly 50% of this increase may be attributed to R&D (Alston et al., 2009, Fuglie et al., 2020). However, the impact of R&D has been very different according to countries. Subsahelian African countries and, generally, smallholders in poor countries have less benefited from technological change, which contributed to an increase of the gap between high- and low-income countries. Furthermore, the agricultural production became more dependent on oil and chemical compounds, which increased its environmental footprint. Also, during the last 20 years, the rate of agricultural productivity increase has slowed markedly whereas the cost of R&D has sharply increased (Barrett et al. 2020). New challenges also call for changing technological trajectory of research towards the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). This is why this report considers that more research will not be enough. A key message of this report is that we need to produce actionable knowledge oriented toward these goals and contributing to transformative changes.

The current COVID-19 pandemic illustrates the fragility of our health, social and food systems, and their multiple interdependencies, creating cascading risks, at scales ranging from local to global. This global crisis speaks to the underlying causes of pandemics, which are linked to the same global environmental changes that drive biodiversity loss and climate change; and to the co-morbidities that are largely related to unhealthy behavior, diets and obesity (such as diabetes and high blood pressure). It also highlights that the interface between scientific expertise, and political decision-making should be strengthened, in order to better anticipate and prevent new emerging threats, to prepare for future crises and to organize early responses.

In this context, research should not only aim at informing an integrative and system-based vision of future landscapes, e.g. of land management, food and water systems and associated activities, but also include the economic, social, health and well-being outcomes that they generate (Raworth, 2017); and furthermore contribute to designing transition pathways and identifying both lock-ins and levers for change. We should explore how, in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, science could more efficiently provide actionable knowledge and better contribute to new foundations that might be built internationally for enhancing the resilience of people, social systems, life and Earth by 2050 and beyond. **We argue that working towards transformation is the best way to enhance resilience and we explore the role of science in this process.**

We know that land-based systems are exposed to multiple, overlapping stresses, including climate change, desertification, land degradation, biodiversity loss, water scarcity and pollution, food insecurity, poverty, malnutrition and both non-communicable and communicable diseases, including those with an environmental or zoonotic origin. Transformative solutions addressing these intertwined challenges are needed (Agenda 2030, 2015; The World in 2050; IPCC 2018, IPCC 2019; IPBES 2019; GSDR 2019; Sachs et al., 2019), but the understanding of the complexity and global systemic interconnexions of these processes needs to be enhanced. Our understanding of the new kinds of evidence that could bring about major socio-technical transformations at different scales of action, ranging from local to global, is also insufficient, as is our appreciation of the potential trade-offs between scale-specific processes. Moreover, cascades-of-events crises require a critical review of the way national, regional and international research, expertise and action are organised and mobilised for public policy decisions.

After identifying lessons learned from international assessments and foresights in section 1 and emerging approaches for research and knowledge for transformative change in
section 2, we consider in section 3 the role of international cooperation.

1. What have we learned from international expert assessments and foresight studies on grand challenges? How could assessments be improved in the future?

In this section, we discuss how international expert assessments and associated foresight and modeling studies for land and food could be further developed, and possibly re-framed, to progress on Agenda 2030.

Over the last 50 yrs (e.g. since the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment in Stockholm in 1972), in response to environmental concerns, international and intergovernmental institutional arrangements and organizations have been created through conventions, agreements, programmes (UNEP) and expert panels. Scientists (together with NGOs and think tanks) were instrumental in this process by actively developing the evidence-base, providing the interface between science and policymaking through intergovernmental expert panels (e.g., IPCC for UNFCCC, IPBES for UNCBD, IPSP), and fostering the establishment of expert processes (e.g., MEA, IAASTD, GSDR) and bodies attached to UN and intergovernmental bodies (e.g., HLPE for CFS). The panels that were created are framed within contrasting institutional and political contexts, organized and funded in different ways, and working with similar but somewhat different methods. They have generated rich and influential knowledge syntheses, showing key advances but also large gaps in our overall understanding of interconnected global challenges.

How should we revisit the understanding gained from international assessments for better addressing the trade-offs and synergies across SDGs and better assessing response options for land and food systems to interconnected challenges across scales? Should we envisage a next generation of assessments framed differently? How do we see the next generation of pathways and of assessment models and how could they account for divergent human values? How could highly diverse scientific communities better contribute to such renewed assessments?

1.1. International expert assessments and their scientific literature base

Over 1990-2020, the number of scientific publications on biodiversity and ecosystem services, climate change, land degradation and desertification, food systems, food security and malnutrition has been multiplied by a factor between 14 and 234, whereas multiplicative factors were much lower, between 3 and 5.5, in the broader scientific literature concerning the agriculture, food and environment fields (Figure 2). Hence, within 30 years the scientific literature relevant for assessments performed by expert panels, such as IPCC, IPBES, the SPI of UNCCD and HLPE, has flourished at an unprecedented pace. To which extent was this rise caused, directly or indirectly, by the framing of new scientific questions by assessment reports is unclear. For instance, part of this increase could be due to the launch of new journals on these issues. Nonetheless, questions framed by expert assessments have triggered novel research approaches, including reviews, meta-analyses, scenarios and model developments. This process has often been institutionalized with the development of international model inter-comparisons cycles (e.g. CMIP for climate models, AgMIP for agricultural models, etc.).

Interestingly, in 1990, there were very few publications dealing with several of the challenges listed in Figure 2: only one publication dealing with three challenges (climate change and biodiversity and land degradation/desertification) was found. In contrast, in 2020, 390 referenced studies dealt with the three interlinked challenges and about 4,600 more dealt with two of these challenges at a time. Hence, not only did the scientific literature expand rapidly about major environmental challenges, but moreover interconnections across challenges became increasingly studied. The rise of systemic thinking is also apparent in the gradual adoption of the food system (58 and 283 papers in 1990 and 2020, respectively) and One Health (from 26 to 993 papers over 1990-2020) concepts. Other cross-field integrative concepts now widely in use were developed only 10 yrs ago: planetary boundaries, a concept first published in 2009 (Rockström et al.) and the nexus between water, food and energy that became visible in the literature in the 2010s. Hence, the interconnectedness of global anthropogenic challenges gained full traction after the start of the XXIst century, coinciding with the definition of the Anthropocene by Paul Crutzen in 2002.

The last three decades have also seen an exponential rise of scientific papers devoted to earth system models (first coupling geosphere with atmosphere, and then also with the hydrosphere and to some extent wit the biosphere) and to integrated assessment models coupling biophysical and socio-economic processes (data not shown). The number of processes and the spatial resolution of these models have been gradually increased. This has allowed projections driven by pathways (e.g. socio-economic pathways, carbon pathways for greenhouse gas emissions and for the land sector biodiversity, land use change, agricultural and food pathways) to be increasingly used by international expert assessments. Such projections are instrumental to explore contrasted future landscapes at global and regional scales and across time horizons ranging between 2030 and the end of the century, or beyond for earth system models.
1.2. A renewed policy context for international expert assessments

While highly successful in terms of triggering science advances, the jury is still out concerning the extent of the policy impacts of international assessment reports. For instance, we have emitted more CO₂ since the creation of the IPCC in 1988, than between 1750 and 1988. As pointed by Mike Hulme (2020): “Since the first Earth Day 50 years ago, it has become clear that it is easier to generate scientific insight into the ways human systems are altering the planet than it is to redirect those human systems to lessen their planetary impact. At the heart of this conundrum are divergent human values”.

Indeed, divergent human values, as well as conflicting interests, the role of lobbies and of bias in media reports (Farrell et al., 2019; Lamb et al., 2020) have contributed to weaken the uptake of these assessments.

In 2012, at the UN Conference on Sustainable Development - or Rio+20 - Member States decided to launch a process to develop a set of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), building upon the Millennium Development Goals (2000) and the three pillars associated with the concept of sustainable development, introduced by the Brundtland’s report (1987). In September 2015, during the celebration of the 70th anniversary of the UN, Agenda 2030 a plan of action for people, planet and prosperity was adopted by all Member States, with a view that bold and transformative steps are urgently needed to shift the world onto a sustainable and resilient path, while leaving no one behind. This universal agenda has 17 Sustainable Development Goals and 169 targets.

In fact, many scientists, policymakers and governments are unclear about how to operationalize such a complex agenda. Many find 17 goals and 169 targets overwhelming, and because of this complexity crucial issues like inequality or climate change may be pushed aside. Beyond the limited ability of governments, businesses and other actors to pursue a large number of goals simultaneously, there are also analytical challenges. Many goals are interdependent, so the SDGs cannot be pursued through 17 discrete strategies – one for each goal (Sachs et al., 2019). Several studies have attempted to assess synergies and tradeoffs across SDGs targets (e.g. Pradhan et al., 2017).

Across the goals, 42 targets focus on means of implementation, and the final goal, Goal 17, is entirely devoted to means of implementation. However, as shown by Stafford-Smith et al. (2017), these implementation targets are largely silent about interlinkages and interdependencies among goals. Frameworks used for the systematic conceptualization of the SDGs and the interlinkages and interdependencies between them were reviewed by Breuer et al. (2019), who pointed at limitations, caused by methodological and conceptual challenges for the empirical analysis of SDG interlinkages, by
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Figure 2. Ratio of number of publications in 2020 compared to 1990 for selected literature fields (Agriculture, Food, Environment and Ecology) and for 5 global challenges addressed by international expert panels. Note the log scale used for the horizontal axis.

Source: Web of Science, Clarivate Analytics©, All databases.
context sensitivity at national scale and by the need for critical ranking of goals when implementing Agenda 2030.

The ambition of the Global Sustainable Development Report (GS&D, 2019) was to move beyond thematic assessments in order to contribute to the achievement of the SDGs in nexus and to the design of pathways to do so. However, it is unclear how the six entry points proposed by this report can support action on the ground.

The need to move beyond thematic assessments has also been echoed in advocacy and expert panels and think tanks (e.g., Ipsos Food, EAT Lancet/Rockefeller Foundation, IDDR, Malabo Montpellier Panel) reports, for instance in the case of food systems. In these reports, food systems are increasingly acknowledged as a nexus crossing different sectors and dimensions of sustainability. Food systems (HLPE, 2017) are seen as strong levers to address the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable development (Caron et al., 2018), while also being increasingly questioned for their negative externalities (e.g., health and environmental impacts, global trade versus local production). The Water-Energy-Food nexus has also been recognized as a valid approach for sustainability-directed research (Kurian, 2017).

While the Agenda 2030 provides a positive depiction of future changes that are needed, assessment reports increasingly question this narrative. For instance, most emission scenarios consider that we will overshoot GHG emissions needed to meet the targets set in the Paris Agreement and large negative emissions will be required to achieve climate stabilization later in the century. By shifting from the Millennium Development Goals (to be reached by 2015) to the SDGs with 2030 as time horizon, a new set of goals has emerged, with little accountability and insufficient analysis and understanding of why past goals and targets were not achieved. Indeed development goals, while inspirational, are often overly ambitious and some of them are very difficult to reach, or even unlikely to be achievable, as illustrated by the following examples:

- With current trajectories, it is highly unlikely that the world will eliminate hunger and malnutrition in all its forms by 2030, of which the SDG2 calls for (Fanzo, 2018, Kharas and McArthur, 2018).
- If the number of people living on less than $1.25 a day has been reduced from 1.9 billion in 1990 to 836 million in 2015, the target of halving the proportion of people suffering from hunger by 2015 (MDG1) was missed.
- The child mortality rate has been reduced by more than half over the past 25 years – falling from 90 to 43 deaths per 1,000 live births – but it has failed to meet the MDG4 target of a drop of two-thirds by 2015.

Increasingly, uncertainties about reaching the SDGs are mentioned including the possibility of irreversible bifurcations due to global warming (Steffen et al., 2018), loss of biodiversity and ecosystems degradation (Barnosky et al., 2012), land degradation and breadbasket failures in several regions in conjunction with water crises. Moreover, the rise in health risks both from diet-related non-communicable diseases and from emerging infectious diseases (often of zoonotic origin, or caused by anti-microbial resistance) fuel the narrative of a collapse. In such a narrative, an increasing part of the world GDP would be swamped by climatic, environmental and health degradation, coupled with a rise in poverty, conflicts and migrations and prolonged disruptions in trade, economics and politics (Albert, 2020; Herrington, 2020).

Nevertheless, knowledge, capabilities, funding and institutions could be mobilized on unprecedented scales to tackle interconnected challenges.

To cope with this increasingly complex and uncertain international context and to address the urgency of the situation (recognized, on 12 December 2020, by the UN Secretary General António Guterres, as a state of climate emergency), international assessments have helped shaping the agenda and framing the analysis but are possibly not sufficient, or need to evolve, to address issues such as:

i/ Accounting for even greater uncertainties over the coming decades than assumed so far;

ii/ Assessing combinations of integrative response options that could allow reaching several SDG targets at a time;

iii/ Assessing pathways towards sustainability not only in a top-down way, starting with global scale, but also through bottom-up integration of local/national visions thereby contributing to a polycentric governance of key challenges (Sengers et al., 2020) and of transitions towards sustainability.

1.3. Renewing assessments

1.3.1 Accounting for increased uncertainties

The current global disruption caused by the COVID-19 pandemic shows how a single virus spillover can disrupt social, political and economic trends worldwide within just a few months. This crisis has unprecedented impacts since the Great Depression with a global growth reduction by 4.4% in 2020, a rise in poverty and inequalities (IMF, 2020) and a 7% reduction in global annual CO₂ emissions for the first time since several decades (Le Quéré et al., 2020).

It further highlights the strong interconnections between health, biodiversity, climate change, food, socio-economic, human and policy dimensions and the key limitations in our understanding of appropriate response options. It also demonstrates how we live in a telecoupled world (Liu et al., 2016) and confirms the need to move beyond thematic assessments and to generate system-based, forward-looking intelligence.
The COVID-19 pandemic has also shown that in times of pressing crisis, governments around the world have been ready to take drastic measures with large distributive consequences. Like in the fable of the ‘boiling frog’, it seems that responses to a sudden threat that show rapid impact (COVID-19) are of greater magnitude than responses to slowly building threats like climate change and the loss of biodiversity.

Projections by expert assessments may convey a false sense of predictability; i.e. projections may seem to predict a possible future. This can be, in part, corrected by reporting a range of results for contrasted pathways and contrasted models. For instance, more than eighty articles quantifying the effect of various response options in the future, covering a variety of response options and land-based challenges ranging from global to regional to country-level, were reviewed by the IPCC Special Report on Climate Change and Land (2019). This stresses the necessity to better include low probability and high impact events in storylines, for climate change for instance. This requires improving our understanding of the changing state of the climate system and to better include regional climates and hazards, as well as a comprehensive risk approach including compounding and cascading risks and a better understanding of climate tipping points (Lenton et al. 2019). Indeed issues of tipping points and surprises due to feedbacks were already highlighted (e.g. IPBES, 2019 and IPCC, 2013, 5th assessment report) but they are generally poorly accounted for in most quantitative scenarios.

Moreover, a much broader range of economic trends need to be explored, with their associated implications for e.g. food demand, land use change and demography. Most prospective models are built assuming that countries are experiencing economic growth and/or are at peace. If resilience is our target, the robustness of predictions should be tested more systematically against a scenario in which countries are in economic contraction with resources becoming scarce (see e.g. foresight for 2035, National Intelligence Council, 2017) and with increased conflicts and wars related to food and water insecurity (SOFI, 2017).

Radical transformation pathways (see Box 1 below for a definition of transformative change) may also need to be explored further, including lifestyles, land use, biodiversity, water use and food systems. Most socio-economic pathways explored so far have not been based on radical changes in consumption patterns since such changes are seen as unlikely. Most models assume that there is a positive relation between income increase and meat consumption, a crucial hypothesis which is increasingly challenged. While exploring such pathways at the global level is needed, at the same time there is room for contrasted options at the local, national and regional scales, including leapingfrog (see UNIDO, 2019) and the role of context-dependent innovation.

1.3.2. From scenarios and pathways to the assessment of integrative responses to reach multiple SDGs

Integrated Assessment Models (IAM) and associated scenarios have been central in the dynamics of scientific communities and assessments at science policy interfaces (e.g., the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, IPCC reports and assessments informing the elaboration of the Montreal Protocol and its subsequent amendments). IAMs have been coupled to multiple socio-technical pathways connected to a variety of carbon, biodiversity, food, water and health transition scenarios (Van Vuuren et al., 2017).

IAMs have been very useful to connect modelling efforts in different key areas (climate, ecosystems, water resources, energy systems, land use, economic policies...) around a standardized set of scenarios. They thus have had a wide political audience. However, inter-connection and interoperability of models is very complex and needs long-term investment. Therefore only few institutions/research teams can afford such an investment. This has led to a de facto oligopoly and a possible lack of pluralism in modelling approaches. It may also create path dependencies, with large difficulties to question or change the modelling framework to adapt to new knowledge, new theoretical questions and new societal issues.

Moreover, the transparency of IAM models (i.e. access to published equations, data, parameter values and code) is at best heterogeneous and barriers to access models may be limiting their use and the discussion of their many assumptions by the scientific community. On the other hand, some programs (e.g. AgMIP, (SIMIP) have encouraged the inter-comparison, discussion and development of IAMs for agricultural and land use issues.

Given the large uncertainties associated to the elaboration of pathways to 2030 and 2050, progress should be made, in particular by developing simpler models covering the full nexus of land, water, energy and food systems and associated challenges, and exploring in a fully transparent way an extended spectrum of future global pathways while assessing trade-offs and synergies across SDG targets.

To this end, a back-casting approach could be used to produce pathways allowing to meet multiple SDG targets, for staying within planetary and social boundaries (Raworth, 2017). This approach requires to filter/produce a relevant combination of response options to current and future challenges.

This next generation of assessment models could evidence which coordinated changes in land use and in food systems would be required to meet multiple SDGs targets. This type of assessment would not only be developed starting with global scale, but could also benefit from bottom-up studies involving stakeholders, and assessing transformation pathways in contrasted countries and regions.
1.3.3. Coupling top-down and bottom-up approaches in assessment methodologies

Most assessments at global scale do not allow to sufficiently understand links with local and national scales, where they are needed. For example, the global assessment approach in the EAT Lancet report (2019) failed to determine how food is produced regionally and the bioavailability of nutrients from available food items, resulting in local diets which were unachievable and deficient. In the same way, most assessments do not reconnect the time frames between scientific knowledge and political decisions. While global scale assessments are needed, their translation to national, and maybe even subnational, sequences is needed. It requires a national/regional vision that addresses the integrated outcomes of these assessments into a vision that is applicable to come into action (Béné et al., 2020). This questions how we reconcile policy agendas which are still largely set at national and local scales and assessments which are mostly framed at global scale.

Although global transformation relies on local change and on interactions between different scales, assessments are usually carried out at the global and regional levels, sometimes at the national level (e.g. national level assessments in the USA). Therefore, top down approaches towards sustainability need to be complemented by bottom-up approaches, where each country/territory defines and discusses its own pathway to sustainability, given its specific history, resources, situation and perspectives. The latter approach is closer to the real political arbitrages that determine social and economic decisions. The former is needed to ensure global consistency in the aggregation of national/local transition pathways and is also the good position/method to catalyze rapid changes. How both approaches can be coupled remains to be further explored (Schmidt-Traub et al. 2019).

Achieving the global agenda will depend heavily on successful national-scale implementation, which requires the development of effective science-driven targets tailored to specific national contexts and supported by strong national governance. For instance, Climate Change Committees act as independent public bodies to advise on tackling and preparing for climate change in UK, in France and in several other countries and review the progress made in the implementation of long-term national strategies. Indeed nations require globally coordinated, national-scale, comprehensive, integrated, multi-sectoral analyses to support national target setting that prioritizes efficient and effective sustainability interventions across societies, economies and environments (Gao et al., 2017).

2. Emerging approaches for research and knowledge for transformative change, advances, gaps and challenges

We know that to address the challenges identified, incremental change will not be enough and that systemic changes will be necessary. The notion of transformative change is increasingly used to point out that a radical change of diverse interrelated socio-technical systems is needed (Box 1).

Box 1. Transformative change

Transformative change may be defined as radical innovation at scale, i.e. not just doing more or less but doing things differently (IPBES, 2020). This notion is close to the concept of transformation defined by Patterson as “fundamental changes in structural, functional, relational, and cognitive aspects of socio-technical-ecological systems that lead to new patterns of interactions and outcomes” (quoted by Scoones et al. 2020).

In this perspective transformative change is global in the sense that it does not only involve technological change and modes of production but also changes in modes of consumption, culture, infrastructure, institutions, regulation, as well as distribution of power and wealth. Historical analysis of previous transformative change is instructive. For instance, Kanger and Schot (2019) refer to the case of industrial revolution to understand the double challenge of environmental degradation and social inequality we are confronted to. Deep transformation (the concept coined for this type of change) is a long and complex process characterized by changes in different sociotechnical systems (e.g. agriculture, energy, transportations, etc.) and also changes in metarules (e.g. property rights, trade agreements, international law, etc.). The current deep transformation which is needed is confronted to the strength of the incumbent sociotechnical systems.

The extent to which transformative change may be intentional is a point discussed in the literature (Scoones et al. 2020). Anyhow, deliberate governance of transformative change is necessarily tentative because of the high uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity of processes involved.

We have learned from history that governing transformative change is extremely difficult since this requires not only changes of practices, of technologies, but also changes in power relation and wealth distribution. For example, the substitution of animal proteins by plant-based proteins does not only require changes in diets but also new cropping systems, plant varieties and seeds, changes in food processing and retailing. The animal production value chain will also be challenged, with negative implications for producers and land managers, and with further implications regarding waste and
nutrient cycling (e.g. from plant-based by-products which traditionally were used as animal feed; preserving soil fertility without increased inorganic fertilizer use). And ultimately consumers choices should evolve, which constitutes an important challenge responsible for many past and current failures.

Addressing transformative change has several implications for research governance and practices. First, we cannot continue to rely on a linear model of a science-policy interface • “science speaks truth to power”\textsuperscript{13}. We need to take seriously the complex and multiple interactions between knowledge and action. In many instances what is lacking is not more evidence, but action-able knowledge that may contribute to the necessary systemic changes.

**Box 2. Actionable knowledge**

Simply stated, actionable knowledge is knowledge that allows actors to effectively implement their intentions (Argyris 1993). The concept of actionable knowledge has been elaborated by scholars belonging to different communities who were confronted to the gap between production of knowledge and effective action, mainly in organization studies, sustainability sciences and science-technology studies (Miller and Wyborn 2020).

In organization studies, the assumption is that action was embedded within the knowledge, such as creating knowledge specifically about which management action to take and how to implement it (Argyris 1993). More recent conceptualizations are discussed in the field of sustainability sciences. The knowledge-production process is considered as distinct from the realm of practice, where the science is tailored to inform an action, while not directly providing advice or details about which action to take and how (Mach et al. 2020).

Production of actionable knowledge is generally associated with co-production (Arnott et al. 2020), i.e. a process that closely associates producers and users of the knowledge. Importantly, the science of science has deeply improved our understanding of co-production of knowledge. Three key lessons are especially significant (Miller and Wyborn 2020):

1. Be inclusive in the diversity of participants, the power accorded to them, and the processes and objectives of co-production. Ensure that the institutions that enable co-production attend carefully to the credibility, legitimacy, and accountability this entails.
2. Acknowledge that co-production is a process of reconfiguring science and its social authority. Such processes require participants to be reflexive about the inherently political nature of producing knowledge in the service of changing social order at local to global scales.
3. Recognize that public engagement, deliberation, and debate will shape the content and relevance of knowledge and its ability to help construct and empower institutions to facilitate sustainability.

More globally, as shown by actor-network theory and innovation studies, the improvement of production of actionable knowledge requires to better understand the processes of translation of action to knowledge and knowledge to action (Joly et al. 2015). This may require implementation of adaptive management based on explicitation of theories of change (e.g. outline of impact pathways that allows to identify critical points) (Joly et al. 2019).

This implies improving our understanding of processes of deep transformation (Kanger and Schot 2019), their temporalities, the lock-in effects, and the way research can contribute to nurture desirable and sustainable dynamics. This also implies better understanding the different ways research can contribute to these changes, i.e. the various research impact pathways (Joly et al. 2015). Addressing societal challenges means that research has to be oriented toward identified objectives, for instance “zero pesticides” agriculture or water treatment for safe reuse in the frame of circular economy. Although the objective is known, the pathway - i.e. the process to reach it - is not. But we can draw on previous experience and on foresight activities to figure out possible pathways and the various contributions of research.

To reshape the role of technologies, binary opposition of positivism versus rejection stances have to be overcome (Caron, 2020). This may involve redefining technologies, e.g. through inclusion and assessment of low tech and nature based approaches. Developments in other agendas are also often important to consider. For instance, in some contexts, nature inclusive agriculture requires developments in technology agendas, including e.g. robotics e.g. to support strip cropping. Thinking of how to reconnect such distant agendas can foster transformative innovation.
few plant geneticists and agronomists are aware of Jevons paradox\textsuperscript{14} in economy. This calls for more cross-fertilization between social sciences and experimental sciences, upstream of the definition of scientific questions.

Ecological theory and its applications in ecological networks have revealed the importance of nodes and links in the maintenance, evolution and resilience of natural ecosystems, with numerous nodes and ties at different spatial layers precluding better stability and resilience to external menaces and shocks. The strong inter-connections that exist today between local and global scales (e.g., intercontinental transportation of people, domestic animals, goods and pathogens, world prices regulation, transnational industries, commodity markets) have contributed to decrease local resilience and increase society vulnerabilities by destabilizing the numerous links that existed locally previously. Ideally, ecological fallacy and tools could be used to better comprehend how to generate more resilience, sustainability and fair sharing in complex networks of economic exchanges and trade. Last, particular attention should be paid to the introduction of variables made ‘invisible’ in international assessments and foresight studies: notably, labour intensity, the structural transformation of farms – labor versus capital versus land intensity / productivity (Dorin & Joly 2020, Schwoob, Timmer et al. 2018). There are also other important factors as beliefs, values, policy conceptions\textsuperscript{15} which may not be sufficiently integrated into these models. This also implies seeking transformative change in knowledge production as the current way knowledge is produced may be a part of the problem. We certainly have (inter alia) to improve our ability to perform interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research, and benefit from participatory research including co-design of research agendas and citizen science.

2.1. The need for research to address societal challenges is taken seriously in policy arenas but it lacks real implementation

The need for research and innovation to address grand societal challenges is widely acknowledged. It is considered as a key issue at the OECD Global Science Forum as well as in private foundations or global corporations. Since 2010, many countries launched research programmes for that purpose. The European H2020 research framework dedicated 45% of its budget to Grand Challenges. During the preparation of the next Horizon Europe framework programme, it has been decided to go one step further in this direction with the design of “missions”. The Lamy’s Report proposed a mission-oriented, impact-focused approach to address global challenges (Lamy, 2017). The Report “Governing Missions in the European Union” claimed for a bold strategic approach to improve the ability of research and innovation to address societal challenges and speed up innovation processes (Mazzucato 2018).

Mission-oriented research is not new. Among others, the Manhattan and the Apollo projects are well-known historical examples of research mobilization to address important societal challenges (Foray et al. 2012). However, two characteristics make the difference when addressing grand societal challenges. Not only applied research and technological increments are required, but also new innovative solutions that involve frontier research. Therefore, it is not only a matter of technological research and development. Second, addressing these challenges will require systemic changes in the complex value chains, including their consumption end, thus implying also social, organizational, institutional and policy innovation, as well as participatory or critical approaches in research (Kuhlmann & Rip 2018). These two dimensions of research for transformative change call for evolutions in both research governance and innovation policies (Weber & Rohracher 2012, Schot & Steinmueller 2018).

This call for research to address societal challenges is still strengthening in different areas, including agriculture, food, management of natural resources, or health. The European Green Deal sets new important imperatives that should translate in research orientations (Somnino et al., 2020) and, for the first time, food and agriculture policy are addressed together and need to contribute to SDGs.

Unfortunately, evidence shows that research in this domain remains marginal (Ramirez et al. 2019). Interdisciplinary knowledge production is valued, but as a niche activity (based in and adjunct to disciplinary knowledge production). And transdisciplinary knowledge production remains a proto-niche, poorly valued in the knowledge and institutional system. This situation is due to cultural and organizational lock-ins (Den Boer et al., 2020):

- Systems of evaluation and promotion in discipline oriented departments in universities;
- Scientific cultural tradition of the hypothetico-deductive approach through experimentation, which reduces the fields of research to lab experimental studies and therefore may limit the temporal and spatial dimensions of analysis;
- Siloed funding agencies constrained within disciplines, funding systems locked into an elaborate system of peer
review and project funding, where funders are administrators and not strategic actors;

- Short-term performance pressures and excessive focus on little parts of complex systems, with possibly less attention to strategy and long-term value creation. Traditional programs and projects may have an excessive focus on short-term results at the expense of long-term interests;
- Interdisciplinary projects have often a single goal, instead of multiple.

Reflexivity and critical thinking are also lacking. For instance, whereas the IPBES report on pollinators recognizes agricultural policies as major drivers of biodiversity degradation through their impact on pesticide use, it does not sufficiently explain why policies to reduce pesticide use have failed for so many years. An "evaluation of public policies" type of research is indeed essential.

In this respect, crises (like the COVID-19) challenge the social order and may lead a wide diversity of actors (including incumbents) to revise their expectations. Hence, they have a high potential of destabilization and may open windows of opportunity for change.

2.2. What is expected from research and what are the required changes?

It is crucial to point out that the issues that are explicitly focused on with respect to transformation always are a tiny tip of the iceberg – with most other constituting characteristics remaining invisible below the surface of what is subjectively apprehended. In other words, when dealing with transformations, all categories are polythetic, not monothetic. In this light, transformation in any phenomenon, might simply be defined as "radical change in an unusual proportion of characteristics". Hence, it is crucial to acknowledge the distinctive set of characteristics of the processes that are at stake. Stirling (2010) suggested that whereas simple changes may be described as top-down, technical, orderly, invited engagement, knowledge-based fear-driven, transformations are best characterized as bottom-up, social and polycentric, unruly, uninvited engagement, values based, hope-inspired.

This said, we point out three main contributions of research to transformative change.

2.2.2. Better understanding processes of transformation and how research may contribute

Research is not only expected to produce knowledge and boost innovation, but also to help identify transformation pathways and to enlighten public debate and public decision making on related political choices. When one focuses on pathways, one of the important issues is to identify the different sources of lock-in and ways to unlock (Geels et al. 2017; Kohler et al. 2019).

Historical research shows that processes of deep socio-technical transformation usually take several decades. It is often assumed that the groundswell of socio-technical and governance experiments will ‘scale-up’ to systemic change. But the mechanisms for these wider, transformative impacts of experiments have not been fully conceptualised and explained. Sengers et al. (2020) describe and illustrate four ‘embedding mechanisms’ – (1) replication-proliferation; (2) expansion-consolidation; (3) challenging-reframing; and (4) circulation-anchoring – for entwined governance and socio-technical experiments.

2.2.1 Systemic thinking, modelling and assessing

Global scenarios models are necessary for global coherence. They also contribute to normative viewpoints about economic dynamics, the integration of environment in economy (see next), values etc. Systems analysis obviously progresses, but there are yet huge research challenges as the use of technologies for analyzing big data providing new perspectives on system dynamics and behavior, better understanding of the dynamic of the systems and the interrelation of subsystems, resilience etc. And the SDGs have generated a lot of interest in accounting for these linkages in scenarios and models, in particular at the global level. However, from a transformative perspective, things do not happen "globally" but in a fragmented and interconnected way that is challenging to model.

Hence, updating of global models (as the Earth3 model) and the interrelation with regional transformative models are needed. Technically it is possible to make various projections – cf. the work on the shared socio-economic pathways (SSPs) and IIASA modeling activities on these issues at country level. Indeed, work exploring the SSPs’ fit at various scales produces useful knowledge for transformative change (see IPBES 2019, Chapter 5). Importantly, it is necessary to connect local and regional knowledge on processes concerning agriculture, environment and socio-economic systems, with the global or regional models.

Overall, what is at issue is the aim of modelling. We strongly suggest to design and use models as learning machines that allow to test the viability of normative scenarios in order to foster collective action aimed at transformative change, and not as truth machines that would define common pathways for system wide global adoption (Dorin & Joly 2020).
The identification of lock-ins and the design of transformative pathways may speed up the process. We must learn from experiences, and especially from previous failures. For instance, the general failure of policies directed to the reduction of pesticides is both related to lack of adoption of alternative practices and to power relations in the value chains. Similarly, changes in dietary patterns are altered both by consumers preferences and routines, and by the political economy of the food supply chains. Historical research is needed to understand how dominant socio-cognitive frames (e.g., of disciplines, of concepts and theories, of training and education) and socio-economic regimes (e.g., values, interests, power relations, strategies) play – both consciously and unconsciously – and oppose the needed transitions. Any disruptive technology, just like a policy change, will imply winners and losers. When dominant actors are potential losers, they deploy complex strategies for opposing transitions.

For instance, a technology like precision agriculture is likely to have economic benefits with larger farms only, while digital agriculture may be scale neutral but questions the status of farmer’s data (Basso and Antle, 2020). In the context of the loss of 90 percent of crop varieties from farmers’ fields in less than a century (FAO, 2005), another example concerns novel investigation tools in plant genetics and biotechnology that offer previously inaccessible opportunities (Khadowia et al., 2016) and that may take contrasted pathways:

- uncovering crop diversity and exploiting genetic variability for plant breeding through genetic markers (significant investments, rather slow breeding, diversified genotypes tailored to local needs);
- engineering plants through novel biotech. e.g. CRISPR-CAS9 (large investments, stronger IP rights, faster to markets, large scale deployment since costs are high, no increase in diversity).

These different pathways to plant genetic improvement may have large implications in terms of agricultural development, crop rotations, social and environmental impacts.

Studies of socio-technical transformations also show that, whereas experimentations in protected niches occur frequently, generalization is much more difficult. This is one of the critical points to be addressed by research (Matt et al. 2017). Differentiating types of processes to support transformation at scale (e.g., mainstreaming, upscaling, outscaling) is particularly critical. In many cases the issue is not to replicate a standardized solution developed in one specific local context. It is rather to learn from the lessons of local solutions to help innovate in other contexts by overcoming similar yet distinct barriers and foster solutions that may be different. The process of agroecological innovation is illustrative of this challenge, where shared knowledge of problems and solutions does not lead to standardized solutions. Generalisation is also about finding new connections between different elements/components of a system. How can we produce pesticide free food in a manner that e.g. the seeds/plants and their diversity at landscape scale improve the soil health, and reduce the use of pesticides? What new biological pest control can we find to fit in such a system, etc.?

Making such a transformation at scale questions the possibility of economies of scale in innovation processes, and thus the funding model of research and innovation, actually more linked to the concepts of the knowledge economy than to the solutions of the Green revolution. Better understanding these processes will allow integration of devices/processes that contribute to overcome blockages, to be planned at the start of a programme or a project.

As mentioned above, generalisation is not only a matter of change of dominant design but also of dominant actors. Hence, it is both a matter of emergence of new socio-technical solutions and of breaking down the current existing production systems. How is it possible to create ‘space’ (literally as in sufficient land, but also financial space, space in the minds of producers, space in the public debate) for the new desired production and consumption circles/cycles? How is it possible to avoid the early breaking down of the current system, and all kinds of social risk associated with the departure of the current situation (e.g. unemployment)?

Managing transformations also requires the design of more integrative policies, i.e. research and innovation, agriculture, food, social and environmental policies. This need for integration is taken into account in various government tools, such as the Biodiversity Knowledge Center of the JRC, the European Green Deal, etc. Concerning health and the environment in Western Europe countries, the reader will find some illustrations of opportunities, challenges and gaps for greater policy integration and examples of good practices in White et al. (2020).

2.2.3. Production of actionable knowledge
To contribute to transformative changes that are generally systemic, the design and implementation of integrated iterative approaches are needed. Complementarity of lab research, design, demonstration and real-life experimentation have to be looked for in order to improve collective learning processes. Experimental activity should be conducted with research tools that are as much as possible representative of the real scale and “environmental” conditions. Experimental results should be validated with more comprehensive methodologies taking into account social and environmental impacts in addition to techno-economical aspects (Ngonghala et al. 2014).
Tackling complex challenges requires research to adopt an epistemology open to plurality and to design and to the implementation of interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary approaches (Hazard et al. 2020). Since they foster productive interactions of scientific knowledge, action knowledge and experiential knowledge, participatory approaches are relevant to this respect. Because they fuel a systemic look at the question at hand, they also help to identify and justify the relevance of scientific questions, with three types of possible benefits: it increases the legitimacy of research and change; it speeds up socio-technical transitions; it contributes to the deepening of citizenship and democracy.

Research on ex post research impact assessment shows that production of actionable knowledge is not just about providing knowledge on universal phenomena (Joly et al. 2015). Ex post analyses show that research that successfully contributes to socio-technical transformations generally contributes to the various steps of the impact pathway: production of knowledge and data related to specific local conditions, provision of technical objects (e.g., softwares, prototypes, new biological entities - plant varieties), technical or regulatory standards, new organizations. These various contributions of research are taken into account in the widely used scale “technology readiness level” (TRL) invented by NASA. However, against this linear representation, impact pathways are generally interactive. Productive interactions are one of the key engines of transformative research (Spaapen and Van Drooge 2011).

Whereas digital platforms that facilitate crowd-sourcing may ease the collection of data (e.g. for biodiversity observation) by non-(professional) scientists, this is only one form of participatory research. Coproduction is one of its key characteristics and it starts with the coformulation of research questions. The identification of users of the knowledge produced and of their place in research and innovation processes is a central question. It raises both pragmatic and political economy issues.

For knowledge institutions, managing the balance of excellence versus relevance is a central question. This raises institutional and organizational issues such as governance ones (whose voices count for the orientation and programing of research?) and quality control ones (e.g. from peer review to extended peer review).

Taking seriously the “local” level where socio-technical transitions take place requires to be much more attentive to local contexts, local initiatives and hence privilege bottom up processes. Funding (or research performing) agencies have to consider themselves no more as ‘starting points’ for projects/programmes, but rather as facilitators/modulators. This is real revolution of perspective for institutions that usually struggle for more visibility, legitimacy and power.

Importantly, a rising expectation (and support) to research also implies new responsibilities for researchers. This starts with the need that the “right” questions are identified and framed as mentioned above. This also implies to acknowledge that science and technology do not have all the answers and to challenge the technological fix attitude that is at the core of the culture of research organisations. Low tech and social innovations are indeed part of the solution.

In closing, the radical uncertainty and complexity we have to address challenge the current control syndrome which is pervasive in modern societies. This translates into a set of key tensions that were highlighted by the COVID-19 crisis: humility (not hubris); hope (not fear); diversity (not singularity); mutualism (not hierarchy); equality (not superiority or hegemony); precaution (not calculation); flourishing (not growth); and care (not control). Indeed, this requires cultural changes both within the scientific, administrative and political arenas.

3. International research cooperation delivering actionable knowledge on land and food systems in support of Agenda 2030

The way scientific institutions are organized has large implications for scientific knowledge integration across disciplines, across scales and across sectors. Integrated understanding of the nexus of SDGs requires novel ways to organize scientific communities and research programs. This applies especially to research on land-based systems, given the increasing demands placed on these systems to provide food, fibers, bioenergies and renewable energies, recovery of valuable products, to host cities and infrastructures, maintain rural communities and tourism, or for human health and well-being, while conserving natural resources and biodiversity.

To address global challenges and contribute to desired transformation, the previous sections have called for a necessary shift in knowledge production regimes. One of the major issues relates to the lock-ins within science communities themselves, when promoting sociotechnical pathways that prove to be unsustainable and generate path dependency. This is the reason why we will keep in mind the associated challenge to promote a public good orientation for research, when looking at the potential of international co-operation.

In this section, we consider the relevance of possible pathways to improve the international dimension in research in order to fuel actionable knowledge and science-policy interfaces, from local to global. We will first consider the role of international and multi-lateral cooperation and then look at conditions for strengthening it, both in conducting research and in interfa-
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3.1. International cooperation to strengthen science and science-policy interfaces

The 17 SDGs provide a political framework to tackle global challenges and SDG 17 calls for partnerships at all levels, in particular in the 70th paragraph of the 2030 Agenda for sustainable development for science and capacity building. When looking at complex challenges, international engagement and cooperation have become increasingly important for several reasons:

- The interdependency across countries and world regions has increased over the last decades by the rise in international trade and international travels, and globalization of supply chains, technologies and financial markets. Moreover, all countries are impacted by anthropogenic planetary changes and no single country, or world region, can tackle climate change, loss of biodiversity, land degradation, malnutrition and emerging infectious diseases in isolation.

- Scientific research increasingly involves international collaborations. About 75% of the research output of China, Brazil, India and South Korea remains entirely domestic, whereas international cooperation has strongly increased in Western Europe and now accounts for ca. half of the papers published (Adams et al. 2013).

- Literature shows (see Wagner et al., 2019) that internationally co-authored articles tend to be more highly cited than national coauthorships (Adams et al., 2013) or sole authored work (Glänzel and Schubert, 2001; Glänzel and De Lange, 2002); that the more elite the scholar, the more likely it is that they are working at the international level (Jones et al., 2008; Parker et al., 2010); and that international research tends to be more interdisciplinary (van Raan, 2003). However, there are multiple barriers to international collaboration, including lack of funding for international work, restrictions on material and data sharing, differences in academic standards and perceived bias against scholars from emerging or developing countries (Matthews et al., 2020).

- The opportunity for extending the impact of research investments across world regions by connecting complementary skills, knowledge and capacities through an articulated involvement of international multidisciplinary groups with diverse expertise and interests. This includes the facilitation of access to diverse skills, technologies, capabilities and facilities especially for scholars from countries with low investments in research and higher education.

- The need to produce global knowledge, norms, standards, conventions to shape the agenda, to frame the debate, to strengthen investments in research, and to address challenges at the global scale; this includes the importance to converge to coherent emerging outcomes, conserving the diversity of viewpoints, expertise (Finidori, 2016) and strengthening scientific communities in less advanced countries and poorly resourced regions.

- The interest for undertaking international comparative analysis to value the diversity of contexts, questions and pathways in order to design innovative answers. Noting that there are no mechanisms that will deliver integrative policies everywhere and for everybody (White et al. 2020), international partnerships are also important for designing answers and solutions at local and national level, with a specific interest from territories and local governments for adapted science-policy interfaces.

- The need to shape the scientific agenda for the next generation of researchers and to forge a conducive environment by acknowledging and promoting innovative and relevant international scientific programs and adapted science-policy interfaces.

Last but not least, an active international scientific cooperation supports multilateralism at a time where even the UN had to reaffirm that "our challenges are interconnected and can only be addressed through reinvigorated multilateralism" (Draft declaration on the commemoration of the seventy-fifth anniversary of the United Nations).

3.2. International research co-operation on land and food systems in support of Agenda 2030

To address more efficiently the Agenda 2030, revisiting international cooperation across research and higher education organizations will be pivotal. Developing (or low income) countries are often the ones most affected by land-based challenges, but have a low Human Development Index, which reduces their ability to respond to these interacting challenges (IPCC, 2019). Moreover, many developing countries are dwarfed in academic rankings. For instance, Africa is publishing less than 1% of world scientific publications. In the fields of agriculture, food and environment, all African countries are 7 times less cited than USA.

Such a strong imbalance questions how to further develop human capabilities, national science and technology capacity, and expertise in science policy in low income countries. Generic recommendations for international cooperation between developed and low income countries include: promoting co-ownership of the outcomes; applying and transferring results of joint research to local communities or industries and
Leading research organizations from contrasted world regions could agree on a shared vision concerning the main challenges for land and food systems and the role of science and technology to overcome these challenges. Such a shared vision could be derived, in part and despite gaps, from international expert assessment reports (see Part 1) concerning response options to interconnected challenges. An agenda of action could be based on a theory of change to address the SDGs both through institutional changes and through the promotion of a global orchestration of agricultural, food and environmental research. This could facilitate the development of joined research strategies owned by universities and institutes and supported by funding agencies, in order to implement actionable knowledge supporting transitions in the land sector.

A network, or alliance, of research organizations (including universities and institutes) could be initiated across world regions to address interlinked SDGs, their synergies and tradeoffs (see part 1) and to develop actionable knowledge supporting place based innovation (see part 2). This network, or alliance, would have the opportunity to support a new regime for global knowledge production, in particular through the acknowledgement and the promotion of e.g. transdisciplinarity, data sharing and transparency, integrated modeling across scales, open science and participatory research policies. Moreover, it could shape the next generation of long term international programs.

Bringing together complementary projects and expertise in a coherent way and shaping long-term international programs implies (1) coordination, (2) project alignment, (3) leverage of existing investments and intellectual property frameworks for core themes, and (4) the establishment of cohorts of international leaders through capacity building.

Portfolio management may become a powerful tool to bridge the gap between strategy and implementation by giving research organizations the possibility to better target complex challenges with higher probability of success. In some cases, it may lead to the creation of new research teams or partnerships (modelisation; visualization systems; interdisciplinary and interorganisational centers;...). When orchestrated by multiple organizations, this may generate a conducive framework to promote synergy and collaboration, rather than unnecessary redundancies and competition for resources that are usually scarce. However, we recognize that competition is part of the research process and is needed to stimulate high quality projects and publications.

Such an ambition, also requires revisiting institutional organizations and promoting reform of institutional management by moving from doing research for exclusive academic objectives to doing research as part of problem solving. Changing culture takes time, capacity building and the monitoring of research impacts.

To support such profound changes, adapted innovative funding mechanisms and cooperation across national or regional funding agencies are indispensable, also to ensure the involvement of research organizations from low income countries. In particular, this means escaping from short termism, which is usually the dimension most relevant for funding agencies, and planning for longer periods and multiple goals with the vision of a global orchestration of research and innovation supporting the SDGs.

3.3. Moving beyond obstacles toward a polycentric governance of global challenges

As noted by Sengers et al. (2020) for the governance of climate change: “a more voluntarist, bottom-up international governance approach emerged for the Paris Agreement in 2015”, emphasising action by nation states, and innovation by business as well as non-state action. The expectation is that new actors will take “climate action” and develop practical ways of reducing emissions, filling the “governance gap”.

This trend towards a polycentric and multi-actor governance can also be observed for biodiversity, with multiple alliances aiming at restoring landscapes, protecting rainforests, oceans, wildlife, etc. In the same way, a Land Degradation Neutrality Fund, or actions like the Great Green Wall are put in place to combat land degradation. Similarly, there are multiple initiatives for food security and nutrition (see e.g. GAIN, EAT foundation) that proactively advance the agenda on malnutrition and undernourishment. This polycentric governance allows far more possibilities to design science-policy interfaces, like expert panels created by scientific journals (e.g. the Lancet Commissions) often supported by foundations. Moreover, some initiatives include scientific and technical panels from the outset (e.g. the 4 per 1000 initiative, soils for climate and food security, Rumpel et al., 2020).
These trends are reflected in institutional changes, like:

- The emergence of processes under the auspices of UN conventions, such as the Koronivia process under the UNFCCC, which has seen workshops involving a dialog between climate change negotiators, funding agencies and observers, including scientists.
- Some UN bodies, such as the UN Committee for Food Security, have already an extended constituency including private sector, foundations, as well as civil society including NGOs and research.
- The emergence of Summits organized by the UN (such as the UN Food System Summit), or through inter-government processes (such as the One Planet Summits).

These new forms of international policy action can favor the role of research in designing and framing international initiatives on integrative responses to multiple challenges. This can be seen with recent examples: understanding the role of protected areas which are key for biodiversity, climate change and One Health issues; creating nature positive and climate neutral options through restoration of degraded ecosystems and of land, etc.

Designing appropriate arrangements for science-policy interfaces in this new context (approaches, effective tools and institutional set-ups including all relevant enabling conditions) is also required. While science-policy interfaces are multiplying to address the plurality of problem, this also calls for the articulation among and between the relevant policy arenas they contribute to.
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